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The Life of Alexander Calder  
 
Although he became best known for his inventions of the mobile (a sculpture suspended in midair that 
moves with the breeze) and the stabile (a sculpture which is fixed in position), Calder also designed jewelry, 
invented toys, painted, and made sculptures. All of this work evolved from his early miniature circus. 
 
Calder was born in 1898 in Pennsylvania to a family of artists. His grandfather and his father were both 
sculptors, and his mother was a painter. As a young boy, he enjoyed making wire and wooden toys and 
jewelry for his sister. Although he studied mechanical engineering, he eventually decided he wanted to be an 
artist as well. 
 
At age 26, he was hired as an illustrator for a newspaper and assigned to cover the circus. Calder fell in love 
with the performances and aura of the circus and decided to construct his own figures with wire.  These 
figures grew to fill five suitcases, which he took with him whenever he traveled between his homes in New 
York and France. He loved to make his circus figures “perform” for an audience. For many years he was 
invited to give shows in America and abroad. 
 
Calder died of a heart attack in 1976. His circus figures can be seen on permanent display at the Whitney 
Museum of American Art in New York City. 
The above was Taken from Julie Voigt’s blog. 
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Calder’s Circus 
Alexander Calder’s fascination with the circus began in his mid-twenties, when he published 

illustrations in a New York Journal of Barnum and Bailey’s circus for which he held a year’s pass. It was in 
Paris in 1927 that he created the miniature circus celebrated in this film- tiny wire performers, ingeniously 
articulated to walk tightropes,  dance, lift weights, and engage in acrobatics in the ring. The Parisian avant-
garde would gather in Calder’s studio to see the circus in operation. It was, as critic James Johnson Sweeney 
noted, a laboratory in which some of the most original features of his later work were to be developed. This 
film exudes the great personal charm of Calder himself, moving and working the tiny players like a 
ringmaster, while his wife winds up the gramophone in the background. The Circus is now housed at the 
Whitney Museum in New York.  
 

Alexander Calder was am American artist. He was the sculptor who invented the MOBILE as an art 
form! Mobiles are hanging objects connected with sting or wire that move through the air. He also made sta-
biles. 
 
 

Discussion 
 

-Calder said “I think best in wire.” What art media do you think best in? 
 
-Can you name all the different forms Calder’s artwork took? Which is your favorite? 
 
-Calder was extremely creative and imaginative.  
 Did seeing his work inspire you to think of ideas for artworks you could create? 
 
 



Links 
 
Calder Foundation 
http://www.calder.org/ 
 
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York 
http://whitney.org/Search?query=calder+circus 
 

Julie Voigt’s blog: 
http://www.artforsmallhands.com/2009/09/appreciating-art-alexander-calder-wire_3970.html 

 
Wire Fish Mobile Assignment 

 
Create a wire fish inspired by the fun, whimsical  spirit of Alexander Calder! 

 
You may use wires of all kinds, buttons, beads, and any found objects you have! 

 
Work hard to manipulate the wire to shape your vision.  

It may take some practice, so be patient! 
 

 

 

You have a $4.00 Salary to purchase supplies to create your wire fish. Be resourceful and 
make careful decisions.  
You can purchase supplies for the following costs:  
 

Supply Store  
(customize this as desired) 

 

Full Twisteez………………….….25 c 
Half  Twisteez Wire………..……12 c 
Buttons………………………………25 c 
Glass Beads……….……………….25 c 
Plastic Beads……………………..…5 c 
Sequins……………………..….……..5 c 
Corks…………………………………25c 
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Name__________________________________________     Teacher code____ 

     Alexander Calder Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Where was Alexander Calder born? (use word bank) _______________________________  
 
2. What year was Alexander born in? (use word bank)   ____________________________________ 
 
3. What is Alexander best known for?  (use complete sentences) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
4. What kind of art did Alexander Calder make? (use word bank) 

 
_________________, ____________________, _________________, _________________ 
 
5. What kind of inventions is Alexander Calder known for? (use word bank) 
 
____________________ and _______________________ 
 
6. What is Alexander Calder's nickname? (use word bank) 

 

 
7. What job did Alexander's parents have? (use word bank) 
 
8. What jobs did Sandy have? (use complete sentences) 
 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
9. What are some things Alexander made out of wire? (list them here) 
 

 

10. Where can Calder's circus be seen on permanent display? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                                  word bank 
mobile                             painting                    1976               lawyer 
stabile                              jewelry                     Randy            artist 
Pennsylvania                 drawings                   Sandy       mechanical engineer 
1898                               sculptures                  Tom          Art Institute of Chicago 
1989                              printmaking                doctor        Whitney Museum of American art 
 



 
Name__________________________________________     Teacher code____ 

     Alexander Calder Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Where was Alexander Calder born? (use word bank) _____ Pennsylvania ________  
 
2. What year was Alexander born in? (use word bank)   ________1898  
 
3. What is Alexander best known for?  (use complete sentences) 
 

Alexander Calder is best known for his inventions of the mobile and the stabile.  

 
4. What kind of art did Alexander Calder make? (use word bank) 

 
Jewelry_, ___sculptures_____, ___paintings__, __printmaking___ 
 
5. What kind of inventions is Alexander Calder known for? (use word bank) 
 
__mobile_ and ______stabile 
 
6. What is Alexander Calder's nickname? (use word bank) 

 
Sandy 

 
7. What job did Alexander's parents have? (use word bank) 
 
Artists- his grandfather and father were sculptors and his mother was a painter. 

 
8. What jobs did Sandy have? (use complete sentences) 
 
Sandy went to school to be a mechanical engineer. Sandy worked as an illustrator for a newspaper,  
and was assigned to cover the circus. But eventually Sandy decided he wanted to be an artist. 
 

 
9. What are some things Alexander made out of wire? (list them here) 
circus figures, animals (fish), jewelry, toys..  

 

10. Where can Calder's circus be seen on permanent display? 
 
Whitney Museum of  American Art 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                  word bank 
mobile                             painting                    1976               lawyer 
stabile                              jewelry                     Randy            artist 
Pennsylvania                 drawings                   Sandy       mechanical engineer 
1898                               sculptures                  Tom          Art Institute of Chicago 
1989                              printmaking                doctor        Whitney Museum of American art 
 



Alexander Calder Resources 

 

You Tube Video of Circus 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6jwnu8Izy0&safety_mode=true&persist_safety_mode=1&safe=active 

 

Whitney Museum For Kids link 

http://whitney.org/ForKids/Collection/AlexanderCalder 

 

Teacher Tube 

http://teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=179038 

 

Calder Foundation 

http://www.calder.org/ 

 

Alexander Calder Google Image Link 

https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=5Nw&rls=org.mozilla:en-

US:official&q=Alexander+Calder&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&bvm=bv.42553238,d.b2I&biw=1024&bih=616&um

=1&ie=UTF-8&tbm=isch&source=og&sa=N&tab=wi&ei=fvIjUY64Dq-E2QWb-YCgCg 

 

 

Conference Workshop Description 
Wire, Scraps, and Buttons: Creating in the Spirit of Alexander Calder 
Elementary 
Alexander Calder created tens of thousands of artworks in his lifetime, from whimsical 
mechanical toys to wire portraits to massive mobiles and stabiles. His incredible 
resourcefulness led him to create whole worlds out of the stuff most people consider trash. In 
this workshop, we will explore his fantasic imagination and take inspiration from his ways of 
working with wire, beads, buttons, bits of fabrics and fibers, and found objects. Participants will 
brainstorm ways of incorporating artistic behaviors typical of Calder in their own classrooms 
and create sculptural toys and artworks inspired by this ingenious artist. 
Elizabeth Bure, Dawn Stanislawski 

Ticket Price: $39 Maximum Number of Participants: 25 
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